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Prices exclude GST and freight

Skunkshot Gel 
20ml Tube

Skunkshot Scatter 
250ml Bottle

YC110-10

YC111-10

1

1

PRODUCT               CODE       QUANTITY   PRICE

$14.95

$14.95

Description
Skunk shot is an effective cat and dog repellent that 

utilises the natural and non toxic chemistry of the skunk in 

a waterproof gel to provide a long term solution to 

problem cats and dogs and the mess they can make of 

your lawn and garden. Developed by Victoria University 

scientists. Skunk shot is effective inprotecting cars, boats 

and out door furniture etc. from scratch marks, paw prints 

and territorial spraying.

Uses
Skunk shot is highly effective in deterring cats and dogs 

from a variety of areas including ornamental and herb 

garden, newly planted and grassed areas, garbage bags, 

car tyres and bonnets, aviaries, fish ponds and 

excremental areas.

Why use Skunk Shot?

• The most potent deterrent on the market.

• Weatherproof and long lasting (3-4 weeks)

• Non toxic.       

Instructions
Do not use the pointed cap of the tube to puncture the 

seal. Use a small nail instead and then dispose of it. 

Use the cap to seal tube after use. Skunkshot is 

designed for use outdoor. Never open or use 

Skunkshot indoors, After use, keep the tube in the 

packaging supplied. The sachet will soak up any 

residual smell.

Apply small dabs of Skunkshot on anything 

convenient, such as rocks, branches, plant pots or 

directly onto grass or lawn. If possible avoid applying 

Skunkshot to porous surfaces, on mown areas golf 

tees can be pushed down with a dab of Skunkshot 

placed in each tee. Generally 4 small smears of 1-5mm 

per square metre with be effective. Skunkshot needs to 

cover the entire area you wish to protect, not just the 

boarder.

Results may vary against your own pet, as they may 

associate the smell with their owner.

Storage
After opening Skunkshot the tube should be stored 

with activated charcoal sachet provided in the screw 

top container. Dispose of the used tube and container 

by wrapping in a paper or dipose before placing in the 

garbage bin.  

Health and Safety

If you accidently get Skunkshot on your skin or clothing 

first wash with soap and warm water. The smell can be 

neutralised by applying a weak solution of household 

bleach (a capful in half a bucket of water), and then 

rinsing with clean water.       

Size & Variants

Skunk Shot Gel 20g Skunk Shot Scatter 250ml

Effective Cat and Dog Repellent
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